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ABSTRACT How and why cooperation is able to prevail in social dilemma situations is an intensely
investigated subject with much relevance for the well-being of human societies. Many mechanisms that
promote cooperation have been identified within the theoretical framework of evolutionary game theory.
Here, we advance the subject by relaxing the simplified assumption that each player in the population has
the same number of interaction neighbors. This assumption indeed contradicts actual conditions, and it is,
thus, important to understand what consequences this has for the evolution of cooperation. We therefore
take into consideration that replacement and interaction neighbors can differ, and moreover, that each player
can randomly select the number of interaction neighbors. The results of Monte Carlo simulations reveal
that the introduction of neighborhood diversity elevates the level of cooperation in various types of social
dilemmas, including the prisoner’s dilemma and the snowdrift game. We also show that the same mechanism
of cooperation promotion remains valid in evolutionary multigames. Taken together, our results strongly
support the assertion that diversity, in general, is a strong facilitator of cooperation even under the most
testing conditions and they provide a rationale for engineering better social systems.
INDEX TERMS Complexity theory, evolutionary computation, social engineering, cooperative systems.
I. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative phenomenon occurs in many natural and social
systems, from microbial communities to intricate human
societies [1]. However, it is not optimal for each player to
act as a cooperator in accordance with Darwin’s theory of
evolution. Therefore, how to illustrate the occurrence and sustentation of cooperative behavior has become a challenging
issue for scientific researchers. The evolutionary game theory
[2]–[6] is the most commonly adopted theoretical framework to study cooperation in social dilemmas, where social
conflicts are similar to the competition or coordination for
finite resources. Specifically, two game-theoretical models,
the prisoner’s dilemma game and the snowdrift game, have
received a lot of attention and have been studied extensively
[7]–[13]. In the traditional pairwise model, two players need
to make a decision about choice of strategy at the same time,
and they can only choose between defection and cooperation.
If both players choose to cooperate (or defect), they will
obtain the reward R ( or punishment P). But if a defector
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encounters a cooperator, the defector gains the temptation T
while the cooperator gets the sucker’s payoff S. The payoff
ranking of the prisoner’s dilemma game meets T > R > P >
S, while the ranking order of payoff for the snowdrift game
is T > R > S > P. It is evident that defection is the most
suitable strategy for rational players, though they realize that
mutual cooperation could produce higher collective payoff.
Thus, the existence of cooperative behavior is very difficult.
Many researchers devoted efforts to study the promotion of
cooperation among selfish and unrelated individuals.
In order to solve the adverse consequences of social dilemmas, substantial attention has been paid to the mechanisms for
promoting cooperation over the past decades [14]–[19]. All
of these mechanisms can virtually be reduced to five mechanisms for elevating the level of cooperation: kin selection,
direct reciprocity, indirect reciprocity, network reciprocity,
as well as group selection [20]. In the seminal work [21],
each player was located on the regular lattice and acquired
payoff through playing games with its nearest neighbors.
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The authors have discovered that cooperators could form
compact clusters so as to reduce the exploitation of defectors
and spread their cooperative strategy. With this remarkable
breakthrough, network reciprocity as an important mechanism for promoting cooperative behavior has been studied
wildly [22], [23]. Moreover, a large number of work has been
done in the domain of complex networks [9], [24], which
are more attached to the real-world systems. In addition, coevolution, including the common evolution of strategy and
network structure or other properties, provides more inspiration in this area [25]–[27]. Besides, a series of mechanisms
promoting cooperation have been introduced, such as punishment and reward [28]–[33], reputation [34], multilayer
networks [35] and inhomogeneous activity [36], to name but
a few. Recently, heterogeneous interaction neighbors have
received attention, which is a common phenomenon in real
life. An understandable example of heterogeneous interaction
neighbors is that influential people who are rich in social
skills tend to have a greater range of communication than
people with weak social skills. In [18], the authors have introduced two types of players, having four or eight interaction
neighbors, respectively. The research showed that middle heterogeneous neighbors can yield the best level of cooperation.
Our motivation in this paper comes mainly from the fact
that different people have different social scope in the real
world [37]–[39]. Meanwhile, we wish to expand the scope
of influence of diversity on the evolution of cooperation
by means of introducing neighbor diversity in evolutionary games. In this letter, we explore the role of diversity
of neighborhoods in the evolution of cooperative behavior.
Specifically, we place players on the regular network with
periodic boundary conditions, and three typical evolutionary
games are discussed: prisoner’s dilemma game, snowdrift
game and multigame. This multigame model is produced by
the combination of prisoner’s dilemma game and snowdrift
game. Here, the diversity of neighborhoods means that the
player’s interactive neighbors is no longer like the four or
eight fixed neighbors in the previous literature. Instead, each
player can randomly select the number of interactive neighbors to play evolutionary games. According to the outcomes
of the simulation experiment, one find that the diversity of
neighborhoods is a good way to improve the fraction of cooperative individuals with the entire parameter range in prisoner’s dilemma game, regardless of whether it is compared
with von Neumann neighborhood or Moore neighborhood
model. To further understand the influence of diversity of
neighborhoods on cooperative evolution, we also compare the
proportion of cooperators of heterogeneous neighbors model
with the homogeneous neighbors case in the snowdrift game
and the multigames. However, the promotion of cooperation has been slightly weakened, and the introduction of the
diversity of neighborhoods increases the level of cooperation
within a certain range of parameters.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. We first
present the prisoner’s dilemma game, snowdrift game and
evolutionary multigame in square lattice and the neighbor
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diversity decided by selecting randomly the number of interaction neighbors. Secondly, we reveal the outcomes of Monte
Carlo simulations, and finally show relevant conclusions in
this work.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

We study the evolutionary prisoner’s dilemma game, snowdrift game and multigames in this work. For the prisoner’s
dilemma game (PDG), it is characterized with the reward
R = 1 for mutual cooperation and the punishment P = 0
for mutual defection. Meanwhile, if one cooperator competes
with one defector, the cooperator gains the sucker’s payoff
S = 0 while the defector receives the defection temptation
T = b. Theoretically speaking, payoff ranking of traditional
prisoner’s dilemma game is T > R > P > S. So we can
know that the punishment P should be larger than the sucker’s
payoff S. It is interested to mention that we employ the weak
prisoner’s dilemma game (namely, S = 0), but the results are
robust and could be observed in the full parameterized space.
For the evolutionary snowdrift game (SDG), we introduce the
so-called cost-to-benefit ratio r (0 < r < 1). Therefore,
we have the reward R = 1 for mutual cooperation, the
punishment P = 0 for mutual defection, the temptation to
defection T = 1 + r and sucker’s payoff S = 1 − r. Then,
the ranking of payoffs satisfy T > R > S > P. The payoff
matrices for two games are showed respectively as


10
PDG =
,
(1)
b0


1 1−r
SDG =
.
(2)
1+r 0
We also consider the evolutionary multigames [19], where
different S values indicate different perceptions of the same
social dilemma. Specifically, one half of the entire stochastically chosen population uses S = +2 and the other half
uses S = −2, where 0 < 2 < 1. That is to say, one part of
the individuals plays the snowdrift game when the other part
of the individuals plays the traditional prisoner’s dilemma.
Due to the equal distribution of negative and positive S values
among the total interaction network, average all payoff matrices return the weak prisoner’s dilemma game. Primarily, we
consider multigames where, once assigned at the beginning
of an episode, players do not change their payoff matrices.
Initially, we employ a L ×L two dimensional regular lattice
with periodic boundary conditions as interaction network.
Each player occupies the node of square lattice network and
chooses to be a cooperator or defector with equal probability.
We normally make total the size of network N = L × L
to make sure that every intersection only be placed by one
player.
Previously, most studies assumed that each agent can only
play the evolutionary game with four or eight neighbors.
It means that players have the same number of interaction
neighbors. Here, we assume that the replacement neighbor is
inconsistent with the interaction neighbor, and every player
can randomly select interaction neighbors. We consider von
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Neumann neighborhood and Moore neighborhood, where
each player could randomly choose the number of interaction
neighbors from the collection {1, 2, 3, 4 } or the collection {1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 }. We consider that the interaction neighbors
of every player are fixed in the first place and no longer
change. One thing to emphasize is that all players have four
replacement neighbors whatever the number of interaction
neighbors are. The situation that different player has different
interaction neighbors is more reasonable in nature and human
society. Therefore, this paper principally explores how the
number of interaction neighbors influences the evolution of
cooperative behavior.
After each round of evolutionary game, the player will
receive matching benefit on the basis of the normalized
form [21]. We assume that the payoff of all players is simultaneously accumulated through playing the evolutionary game
with their interaction neighbors. After a whole iteration cycle
of evolutionary game, total players will synchronously update
the current strategy. According to the Fermi-like rule [40], the
agent i stochastically chooses one neighbor j from four closest
replacement neighbors, and then the agent i learns the strategy
Sj from the agent j with the probability depend on their payoff
difference:
W (si ← sj ) =

1
,
1 + exp[(5i − 5j )/K ]

(3)

where K represents the uncertainty of the strategy selection
process.
We simulate the evolutionary game in accordance with
the Monte Carlo simulation process, and on average every
participate has a chance to imitate the strategy from interaction neighbors during a complete Monte Carlo step. Most
simulation results are acquired from the regular lattice networks with N = 100 × 100 participants. In fact, we also
make simulation experiment on larger network to ensure the
accuracy of the conclusions. The proportion of cooperators fc
across the entire network is used for evaluating the level of
cooperation of the system. And then, we gain the proportion
of cooperators in the stationary state through computing the
average value over the last 2000 time steps after total 20000
iteration cycles of evolutionary games. In order to ensure
higher accuracy, the eventual data is obtained by averaging
over 20 independent realizations.
III. RESULTS

Now, we study the impact of neighbor diversity on the
emergence of cooperation through Monte Carlo simulation
method for the aforementioned three evolutionary games.
A lot of preceding studies [19], [41]–[43] have shown that
defectors could coexist with cooperator in a network because
of the existence of network reciprocity. Meanwhile, the setup
of asymmetric network structure plays an important role in
the promotion of cooperative behavior [44]. Further speaking,
we explore the neighbor diversity of players that each player
has a random number of interaction neighbors from either the
von Neumann neighborhood or the Moore neighborhood.
VOLUME 6, 2018

FIGURE 1. (Colour online) Proportion of cooperators fc on the square
lattice changes with temptation to defect T in the prisoner’s dilemma
game, as acquired with and without neighbor diversity for von Neumann
neighborhood (top) and Moore neighborhood (bottom). Presented results
are obtained for K = 0.1.

As is known, cooperative players are extinct when the
temptation to defect receives a very small threshold (i.e.
1.0375) in the spatial prisoner’s dilemma game. Therefore,
it is quite necessary to propose a new mechanism to ensure
the maintenance of cooperation in the same environment.
Above all, Fig. 1 describes the proportion of cooperators fc
at the equilibrium state in dependence on the temptation of
defector T in the prisoner’s dilemma game. The results of top
and bottom plane show the von Neumann neighborhood and
Moore neighborhood models respectively. We can observe
that, irrespective of the number of interaction neighbors, the
larger the temptation to defect T , the smaller the density of
cooperators fc . In the top plane, we consider two kinds of
cases: the interaction neighbor is the von Neumann neighborhood or selected randomly from four nearest neighbors.
When the focal player plays the evolutionary game with
four nearest neighbors, the model turns to classical prisoner’s
dilemma game and the evolution of cooperative strategy
entirely rely on the spatial reciprocity. In this situation, the
level of cooperation is extremely low and declines quickly.
When the diversity of neighborhoods is considered, the initial
proportion of cooperative agents is quite large and it slowly
reduces with temptation to defect. Meanwhile, the critical
value of cooperators die out is greater than the traditional
condition. Likewise, the bottom plane presents every player
has Moore neighborhood or chooses the interaction neighbors from eight neighbors. The cooperative behaviour at the
stationary state is also substantially improved compared to
the standard condition (eight interaction neighbors) when
the neighbor diversity game model is included. All in all,
the introduction of neighbor diversity provides a better survival environment for cooperators and promotes the level of
cooperation.
Next, we also study the influence of the uncertainty of
the strategy selection process K on the level of cooperation.
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FIGURE 2. (Colour online) Proportion of cooperators fc on the square
lattice changes with uncertainty of the strategy selection K in the
prisoner’s dilemma game, as acquired with and without neighbor
diversity for von Neumann neighborhood and Moore neighborhood.

The research of the relationship between the level of cooperation and K is to further discuss the cooperative behaviour
under the diversity of neighborhood. Fig. 2 illustrates the
fraction of cooperators varies with temptation to defect for
different numbers of interaction neighbors. In particular, we
can observe that Fig. 2 shows a classical bell shape under
diverse settings. It is clear that the proportion of cooperators gradually reaches the maximum with the increase of
K , which means the best level of cooperation in middle K .
Nonetheless, if the value of K continues to increase, the
density of cooperative agents will decrease with uncertainty
of the strategy selection. Obviously, cooperative behaviour
is substantially enhanced when diversity of neighborhoods
considered. According to the mentioned above, we could
conclude that there is an optimal K promoting the level of
cooperation.
Since the introduction of heterogeneous neighbors accelerates the level of cooperation, it is meaningful to illustrate
the potential cause of this phenomenon. In order to analyze
the nature of this enhancement effect, we describe the density
of cooperators at every time in Fig. 3. In the early stages of
evolution, the defectors have an advantage over the cooperators regardless of the number of interaction neighborhoods.
Actually, it can be predicted that defect is more likely to
be chosen as the potential strategy than cooperation. With
time evolves, cooperators will further weaken till the worst
case. With regard to traditional model, cooperative agents
could restrain the invasion of defectors due to spatial reciprocity. When the diversity of neighborhoods considered, this
mechanism will be strengthened. It is evident that the proportion of cooperators attain a higher standard at the stationary
state.
All of these results mentioned above indicate that the
diversity of neighborhoods is advantageous for the promotion
of cooperation. In the process of evolution, when cooperators
5006

FIGURE 3. (Colour online) Time courses of the proportion of cooperators
fc in the prisoner’s dilemma game on the square lattice, as acquired with
and without neighbor diversity for von Neumann neighborhood and
Moore neighborhood. Presented results are obtained for K = 0.1.

FIGURE 4. (Colour online) Proportion of cooperators fc on the square
lattice changes with r in the snowdrift game, as acquired with and
without neighbor diversity for von Neumann neighborhood (top) and
Moore neighborhood (bottom). Presented results are obtained for
K = 0.1.

are in key positions, they can spread cooperation strategy
and form compact cooperative clusters, which is a practical
method to resist the invasion of defectors spatial network.
In other word, cooperative agents gather together and survive by generating clusters. However, the defectors do not
have the characteristics of clustering, thus they can not
spread their strategy rely on the diversity of neighborhoods.
Similar to the evolution of cooperation on scale-free networks, and hub nodes determine the fraction of cooperative
individuals at stationary state. When cooperators occupy
the hub nodes of interaction network, the cooperators get
together fast to decrease the invasion of the defectors. The
setting of heterogeneous interaction neighbors may result in
VOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 5. (Colour online) Proportion of cooperators fc on the square
lattice changes with temptation to defect T in the multigames, as
acquired with and without neighbor diversity for von Neumann
neighborhood (top) and Moore neighborhood (bottom). Presented results
are obtained for K = 0.1.

leader-follower-model relationship, which is efficient for the
promotion of cooperation.
Lastly, in order to further explore the effect of neighbor
diversity on the evolution of cooperation in evolutionary
games, we perform simulation experiment with the multigames and the snowdrift game. The fraction of cooperators
fc in dependence on r with regard to the snowdrift game is
shown in Fig. 4. In the top plane, von Neumann neighborhood
and heterogeneous neighbors are considered. It is evident that
the initial density of cooperation is almost complete dominant, which means that there possesses the penetrating cluster of cooperators. The cooperative level of heterogeneous
neighbor model is higher than that of homogeneous neighbor
for r < 0.6, but be lower than the situation of traditional
model for large r. The cases of Moore neighborhood and
heterogeneous neighbors models are shown in the bottom
plane. For model with neighbor diversity, cooperation reaches
the higher level in a wide range of parameters. Fig. 5 features
the proportion of cooperators as a function of temptation
to defect T in evolutionary multigames. Similar to above
results, there exists a range of temptation to defect T insuring
the larger proportion of cooperators with setup of neighbor
diversity.
IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we come up with a new heterogeneous mechanism that concentrates on the impact of the introduction
of neighbor diversity on the evolution of cooperation in the
evolutionary games. To be specific, we principally compare the level of cooperation of inhomogeneous interaction
neighborhoods model with the traditional model. Particularly, the neighbor diversity of individuals can be achieved
by randomly selecting interaction neighbor from four or
eight neighborhoods. The numerous simulation experiments
VOLUME 6, 2018

suggest that cooperative level can be largely enhanced when
heterogeneous interaction neighbors incorporated in prisoner’s dilemma game. Meanwhile, the time travel of the
proportion of cooperators and the relationship between cooperative level and uncertainty of the strategy selection are
exhibited as well. The promotion of cooperative strategy is
because of the introduction of different interaction neighbors
of players, which motivate the occurrence of compact cooperative clusters. And cooperators could flock together and form
clusters fast so as to resist the invasion of defective players.
Furthermore, with the purpose of further researching the
influence of the diversity of neighborhoods on the evolution
of cooperation, we present the fraction of cooperators varies
with relevant parameters in snowdrift game and multigames.
We can observe that cooperative level has been promoted to
a certain extent.
With regard to these results, we emphasize the important
role of heterogeneous neighbors in the promotion of cooperation. The present mechanism can be extended to other evolutionary games and may effectively promotes level of cooperation. Our conclusions might help us further understand
why cooperation could be sustained in many real systems,
and we hope they can provide some insight to resolve the
social dilemmas. In the future, we will consider interaction
neighbors, selected from either the von Neumann neighborhood or the Moore neighborhood, as time-varying rather than
fixed over time. Furthermore, there are also open research
directions in terms of different interaction network topologies
and in terms of considering the multigame environment that
is constituted by several different evolutionary games.
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